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ABSTRACT
Aggressive technology scaling has historically been the driving force
behind dramatic performance gains in the microprocessor industry.
However, as CMOS feature sizes venture deep into the nanome-
ter regime, reliability is emerging as a first-order design constraint.
Well recognized wearout mechanisms including negative-bias tem-
perature instability and time-dependent dielectric breakdown will
plague future processors, and if left unchecked, can severely reduce
operating life and performance. This paper presents an introspec-
tive reliability management system for future chip multiprocessors
(CMPs), Olay, positioned to meet these reliability challenges head-
on.

Olay employs low-level sensors to monitor the condition of a
CMP as it ages. Sensor feedback is continuously synthesizedto
maintain an accurate model of damage inside the CMP, a resultof
both process variation and wearout degradation. Leveraging this
real-time assessment of CMP health, Olay can identify reliability-
aware job assignments. By exploiting the natural variationin work-
loads, jobs can be intelligently assigned to cores in a manner that
minimizes the impact on lifetime reliability. These reliability-aware
job schedules result in CMPs that can perform on average over20%
more useful work before succumbing to failures than those that rely
on naive round-robin assignment policies.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years computer architects have accepted the fact that

transistors become less reliable with each new technology node [10,
7]. With an exponential dependence on temperature, the frequency
of faults due to failure mechanisms like negative-bias temperature
instability (NBTI) and time-dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB)
will result in ever-shrinking device lifetimes as technology scal-
ing results in higher densities and increasing operating tempera-
tures. Furthermore, as process variation (random and systematic)
and wearout become more prominent in future technology nodes,
fundamental design assumptions will no longer remain valid. The
characteristics of a core on one part of a chip multiprocessor (CMP)
may, due to manufacturing defects, only loosely resemble anidenti-
cal core on a different part of the CMP [43, 31]. Even the behavior
of the same core can be expected change over time as a result of
age-dependent degradation.

In view of this uncertain landscape, researchers have proposed
dynamic thermal and reliability management (DTM and DRM) tech-
niques. Such techniques hope to glean the same performance and
life-expectancy, that consumers have come to expect from proces-
sors, while hiding a processor’s inherent susceptibility to failures
and hotspots. Recent proposals rely on a combination of thread
scheduling and DVFS to recover performance lost to process varia-

tion [41, 43], and implement intelligent thermal management poli-
cies that can extend processor life and alleviate hotspots [24, 13,
14]. There have also been efforts to design sophisticated circuits
that tolerate faults [8] and adaptive pipelines with flexible timing
constraints [16, 42]. However, most of these existing approaches
only react to issues as they manifest [41, 42]. For instance,[43]
generates the best job scheduling for a CMP that is already heavily
degraded.

On the other hand, introspective reliability management (IRM),
the approach championed in this work, promotes proactive relia-
bility management. Rather than waiting for reliability problems to
emerge and then recovering, IRM techniques actively try to dictate
the rate at which these problems appear within a system. In the
case of age-induced failures which are the focus of this work, the
IRM solution presented in this paper, Olay, proactively throttles the
degradation process with wearout-aware job scheduling.

Left unchecked, manufacturing defects evolve over time leading
to the wearout-induced failure of individual cores in a CMP sys-
tem, and eventually the entire CMP. However, since process vari-
ation causes some microarchitectural modules within a coreto be
weaker than others [42, 41], there is an advantage to assigning jobs
to cores such that cores are not executing workloads that apply ex-
cessive reliability stress to their weakest modules. Giventhe di-
versity in workload behavior1 an optimal versus suboptimal job
assignment can have dramatically different reliability implications.
Furthermore, since it has been shown that the rate at which damage
accumulates is often a function of the amount of damage already
present [37] the optimal schedule, for a given set of jobs, when
the CMP is first manufactured may not resemble at all the optimal
schedule for the same workload after the CMP has aged.

Despite not being able to reduce the presence of manufacturing
defects or the computational demands placed upon a CMP, Olay
can recognize (through profiling and low-level sensors) andex-
ploit the heterogeneity in cores and workloads to maximize life-
time reliability enhancement through introspective, wearout-aware
job scheduling. Although some previous DRM techniques are also
proactive, approaches like [24] that apply DVFS to meet thermal
targets, and indirectly reliability requirements, also alter CMP per-
formance. Olay, on the other hand, merely dictates where a job
executes on the underlying CMP, with no impact on performance.
In fact, techniques like [24] and Olay are orthogonal solutions.

The main contributions of this paper include:

• A simulation framework that enables Failure Aware CMP
Emulation (FACE) for lifetime reliability studies

1Characteristics like resource utilization, performance require-
ments, and temperature/power profiles vary substantially between
applications.



• An IRM system, Olay, that leverages low-level sensors to
improve lifetime reliability

• An evaluation of different reliability-aware job scheduling
algorithms

• A discussion of the design trade-offs between sensor accu-
racy, algorithm complexity, and reliability enhancement

2. BACKGROUND
A large body of work exists in the literature on characterizing

the behavior of common wearout mechanisms such as NBTI and
TDDB, two of the more relevant mechanisms for future technolo-
gies and the focus of this paper. Research into the physical effects
of wearout has shown that many of these mechanisms are progres-
sive in nature [4, 23, 45, 11]. Unlike soft-errors that can occur
suddenly and without warning, wearout-related faults are typically
more gradual manifesting as small defects that eventually evolve
into hard faults. This property of wearout suggests that before age-
induced degradation can cause permanent failures in a CMP, moni-
toring the accumulation of damage can actually be used to dynami-
cally project the life-expectancy of individual cores. Theremainder
of this section discusses the reliability models used in this work and
also surveys some recent research into low-level reliability sensors.
The mean time to failure (MTTF) models presented in this sec-
tion are used by the FACE infrastructure to generate representative
CMPs for Monte Carlo simulations as well as to characterize the
reliability impact of CMP workloads (see Section 4).

2.1 NBTI
Negative bias temperature instability is a phenomenon thatleads

to an increase in the threshold voltage of PFET devices. Whenthe
gate is negatively biased with respect to the source and drain (i.e.,
when the PFET is “on”), Si-H bonds are broken and the diffusion
of H+ leaves behind interfacial traps. The accumulation of this
charge leads to threshold voltage shifts. Initially the performance
of the transistor is impaired since the increased thresholdleads to
a reduced overdrive voltage, but correct (albeit slower) functional-
ity is maintained. Eventually when NBTI results in a sufficiently
large increase in threshold voltage, the PFET ceases to switch and
experiences a stuck-at fault [32].

Recent work has also called attention to the property of NBTI
that allows devices to heal when the applied stress is removed (i.e,
when the gate is “high”) and the potential for designing self-healing
circuits [1, 20]. Although some amount of damage can be undone,
over time the net effect of stress and recovery cycles ultimately still
leads to device failure. The model for NBTI used in this paperis
based on work by Li et al. [22]. Equation 1 describes the mean
time to failure with respect to NBTI,MTTFNBTI , expected for a
device given a set of expected operating conditions. Note the heavy
dependence on temperature and voltage.

MTTFNBTI ∝ (
1

V
)γ

e
EaNBTI

κT (1)

where,
• V = voltage

• T = temperature

• γ = voltage acceleration factor (6∼8)

• EaNBTI = activation energy (0.9∼1.2eV)

• κ = Boltzmann’s constant

2.2 TDDB

Time dependent dielectric breakdown, sometimes referred to as
as gate oxide breakdown, is caused by the formation of a conduc-
tive path through the gate oxide of a CMOS transistor. The exact
physics of this path formation has actually been widely debated in
the literature. Many theories have been proposed ranging from a
field-driven, thermochemical model (E-model) [26, 27] to the An-
ode Hole Injection (AHI) model [12, 33]. Earlier work suggested
that TDDB exhibits two distinct failure modes, namely soft and
hard breakdown [15, 6, 35]. However, recently it has become in-
creasingly more common to refer to the TDDB process as progres-
sive rather than “hard” or “soft” [38, 29, 23].

For the purposes of this paper, TDDB can be viewed as a process
that begins when a small conductive path is formed in the gateox-
ide and begins to evolve (grows in size and magnitude of leakage
conducted) until the path supports enough current that the actual
device is rendered unresponsive. The empirical model for TDDB
employed in this paper is derived from a high-level equation(Equa-
tion 2) presented by Srinivasan et al. [36], which is based onexper-
imental data collected at IBM [44]. AlthoughMTTFTDDB is
affected by many factors, note that as withMTTFNBTI , it has a
strong dependence on operating voltage and temperature.

MTTFTDDB ∝ (
1

V
)(a−bT )

e
(X+ Y

T
+ZT)

κT (2)

where,
• V = voltage

• T = temperature

• a, b, X, Y, andZ are all fitting parameters based on [44]

• κ = Boltzmann’s constant

2.3 Wearout Sensors
Wearout monitoring and detection for on-chip devices is a chal-

lenging problem and has been an active area of research. Circuit-
level designs have been proposed for in-situ sensors that detect
the progress of various wearout mechanisms with reasonableac-
curacy [21, 28]. These sensors have been designed with area ef-
ficiency as a primary design criteria, allowing a large number of
them to be deployed throughout the chip for monitoring overall
system health. Most circuit-level sensors target the measurement
of a physical quantity that is correlated with the extent of damage
present in a device or set of devices. For example, work presented
in [20] suggests that standby circuit leakage, IDDQ, can be used
to detect and characterize temporal NBTI degradation in digital cir-
cuits ranging from ALUs to SRAM arrays. Given the large body
of work on the design of accurate and area efficient IDDQ sen-
sors [39], an IDDQ-based NBTI sensor makes an ideal candidate
for system monitoring.

A different approach to sensor design has been to examine the
health of on-chip resources at a coarser granularity. Research has
involved simple temperature sensors, two dozen on the POWER6 [18],
to more complex designs such as the wearout detection unit (WDU)
presented in [9]. Although temperature provides higher-level feed-
back, the WDU tracks the degradation of timing and with the ap-
propriate extensions, can approximate the useful life remaining in
a microarchitectural module.

3. OLAY
Having addressed the relevant reliability background, this sec-

tion discusses how the existence of wearout sensors can be used to
enhance existing, and even enable new, DRM techniques. Com-
bine sensors, intelligent algorithms, and DRM and the result is



Figure 1: High-level block diagram of the Olay introspective relia-
bility management system. Olay serves as a virtual layer between
the OS and the underlying hardware. By analyzing sensor feed-
back Olay can enhance reliability by identifying wearout-aware job
mappings.

IRM, an approach concerned with optimally meeting reliability tar-
gets placed on hardware systems through the intelligent application
of DRM. The introspective nature of IRM arises from the online
analysis of low-level sensor feedback, which enables IRM tody-
namically tailor DRM decisions to the specific needs of individual
processors in the field. The following provides the motivation for,
and the intuition behind, IRM. The remainder of this sectionalso
presents Olay, the framework proposed in this paper to investigate
one example of IRM, the intelligent, reliability-aware scheduling
of jobs on a many-core CMP.

3.1 Introspective Reliability Management
Introspective reliability management, as used in this work, builds

upon the idea that DRM is an effective tool to combat reliability
challenges. Furthermore, the intuition behind IRM is that aDRM
system augmented with low-level sensor feedback from the under-
lying hardware is even more effective. DRM schemes that rely
solely upon statistical models of failure mechanisms, although ef-
fective when considering the reliability gains provided across an
entire population of processors, can result in suboptimal solutions
for any one part within that population. Without any form of feed-
back these DRM approaches must optimize for the common case
and cannot adapt to the exceptional, or justless common, case. Fur-
thermore, other DRM techniques that rely upon high-level informa-
tion (e.g., instruction count and performance counters) ormanufacturing-
time characterization [40] neglect the effects of process variation in
the former case and fails to account for wearout in the latter.

In contrast, IRM proposes continuous monitoring of the underly-
ing CMP, and is able to overcome many of the shortcomings of con-

ventional DRM solutions. Figure 1 illustrates the high-level IRM
vision. The system begins by collecting raw data streams from an
array of sensors (Section 2.3). Statistical filtering and trend anal-
ysis converts these streams into descriptions of differentsystem
characteristics (e.g., delay profiles, leakage currents, etc.). These
individual channels of information are then processed to generate
a comprehensive high-level reliability appraisal of different parts
of the CMP. Leveraging this real-time health assessment, IRM can
meet reliability challenges like thermal hotspots and timing varia-
tion by performing a wide variety of traditional DRM tasks ranging
from thread migration to dynamic voltage and frequency scaling. In
addition, microarchitecture-specific information can also facilitate
optimal job to core bindings. This particular application of IRM,
intelligent job assignment, is the focus of Olay and the remainder of
this work. As described below, insight from low-level circuit sen-
sors enables Olay to apply wearout-aware job scheduling to retard
the degradation of silicon2. Although ideal sensors are assumed in
this paper, results in Section 5 suggests more realistic sensors with
as much as +/–20% noise can still sustain respectable reliability
gains.

3.2 Wearout-aware Job Scheduling
Olay relies on two fundamental principles, 1) CMP workloads

are diverse and 2) process variation in future CMPs will result in
not only heterogeneous performance capabilities but also varied re-
liability characteristics. With low-level sensor data that identifies
the extent of damage present in individual cores, Olay can classify
cores based on their reliability profile—e.g., Corei has a strong
ALU but a weakFPU and Corej has a strongFPU but a weak
LDSTQ. Coupling this knowledge with profiling that detects the in-
herent variability in workloads [34], Olay is able to schedule jobs
on cores where they will leave behind the smallest reliability foot-
print (i.e., cause the least amount of wear).

This section briefly describes the scheduling policies usedto il-
lustrate the potential for reliability enhancement through wearout-
aware job binding. Here, job scheduling refers to the act of map-
ping threads to cores and only occurs when the OS supplies Olay
with a set of new jobs to execute. Existing jobs that have already
been assigned do not migrate between cores. Techniques thatper-
form thread migration for thermal management purposes are or-
thogonal and can also be incorporated into the Olay system for ad-
ditional benefits. Note also that there are potentially other, more in-
tricate, policies not presented here that could perform better. How-
ever, those that follow were chosen because despite their simplicity
they yielded convincing results. Identifying and assessing more so-
phisticated algorithms is left for future work.

Round-Robin: This is the baseline policy used to evaluate
the claims made by Olay. It binds jobs to cores in a conven-
tional round-robin fashion, which, because it is obliviousto
the condition of each core, results in an essentially random
mapping.

GreedyE: This greedy policy attempts to maintain the max-
imum number of live coresearly in life. This approach binds
heavyweight jobs identified through run-time profiling to the
strongest cores, those with less variation/wearout related dam-
age. Less taxing workloads are reserved for the weaker cores.
A distinction is also made between workloads with differ-
ent resource requirements to avoid, for example, assigninga
floating-point heavy application to a core with a weakFPU.
In general, an effort is made to equalize the damage locally

2Olay can be thought of as an anti-aging treatment for silicon



within a core as well as globally across the CMP. In practice,
cores that may have survived longer actually sacrifice some
of their lifetime in order to lighten the burden on their weaker
counterparts.

GreedyL: This version of the greedy policy aims to max-
imize the number of cores alive inlater years, toward the
end of life. Under this scheme, the heaviest jobs are actually
assigned to the weaker cores. In essence, this policy culls
the herd, victimizing the weak so that the strong can remain
alive longer. It’s important to note that an attempt is still
made to equalize damage locally by assigning jobs based on
their resource requirements. By enabling the strongest cores,
those with the least amount of initial damage and projected
to have the longest lifetimes, to survive longer, the CMP re-
mains functional (at least partially) for a greater period of
time. Although counterintuitive at first, the GreedyL policy
actually allows a CMP to execute more useful work in sys-
tems that are under-utilized (see Section 4.2), where having
more cores around early in life only translates to more idle
cores.

GreedyA: The final policy evaluated is a hybrid of GreedyE
and GreedyL andadapts to the needs of the system. Early in
the life of a CMP, when the cores are likely to be underuti-
lized, GreedyA emulates a GreedyL scheduling policy. This
prevents weak cores from surviving incrementally longer, but
dying before they did anything other than sit idle, at the ex-
pense of stronger cores that could have been performing use-
ful work further out in the future. As cores begin to fail and
the number of cores falls below what’s needed to accommo-
date a nominal load (estimated from past history), GreadyA
begins emulating a GreedyE policy. The intuition is that al-
though it may be unnecessary to maximize live cores when
a system is underutilized, as cores fail and system utilization
approaches 100% (with respect to the number of functional
cores) then a GreedyE approach is better at prolonging the
life of the remaining cores3

4. SIMULATION INFRASTRUCTURE
In order to evaluate the merits of Olay, a framework had to be

developed capable of conducting detailed lifetime reliability simu-
lations. FACE (Failure Aware CMP Emulation) must perform three
main tasks, 1) maintain a detailed reliability model of the CMP,
2) model workload execution and 3) simulate the impact, overan
entire CMP lifecycle, reliability management policies have on the
evolution of wearout (i.e., accurately simulate years of use in a frac-
tion of the time). Each of the components that make up the FACE
infrastructure (Figure 2) are addressed in the following text.

4.1 CMP Modeling
FACE is fundamentally different than the many simulation pack-

ages typically found in the architecture community. UnlikeSim-
pleScalar [5] and SIMICS [25] which are concerned with cycle-
accuracy and the impact of microarchitectural changes on program
execution, a reliability simulator is more interested in the impact
program execution has on the underlying microarchitecture. Fig-
ure 2b depicts the hierarchical design of the CMP model used by
FACE. Each level of the hierarchy will be addressed in turn.

CMP: The CMP is modeled as a collection ofn cores, each
based on the DEC Alpha 21264 [2]. The cores are tiled in

3This is based on the principle of multiplicative degradation (See
Section 4.1).

a grid pattern with the L1 caches serving as boundaries be-
tween adjacent cores. Similar floorplans are used in [43, 14],
allowing for the simplifying assumption that the caches actas
thermal barriers preventing modules from directly influenc-
ing the temperatures of neighboring cores (except through
the heatsink). A CMP is considered alive and capable of ex-
ecuting jobs as long as one of itsn cores remains alive.

Core: Individual cores within the CMP are modeled as a
collection of microarchitectural modules. As the core exe-
cutes an application these microarchitectural modules expe-
rience different operating temperatures and dissipate varying
amounts of power depending on their activity. The thermal
interaction between neighboring modules within the same
core is modeled with HotSpot [34]. A core is considered
dead and unable to receive job assignments when any of its
modules dies.

Module: Microarchitectural modules, as with the CMP and
cores are modeled as a collection of smaller components,
a set ofN transistors. Transistors are distributed between
the modules proportionally based on their area. All devices
within the same architectural module are assumed to experi-
ence the same operating conditions (i.e., temperature) at any
given point in time. A module is considered functional as
long as none of its constituent transistors is dead.

Transistor: As discussed in Section 2 many wearout mech-
anisms, particularly NBTI and TDDB, manifest as small de-
fects which slowly develop into full-fledged hard faults. In
light of this, aging-related degradation is modeled at the tran-
sistor level as the accumulation of damage. The evolution of
different wearout mechanisms within a given transistor is as-
sumed to be independent and the first mechanism to exceed
its damage threshold causes the transistor to die.

Mechanism: The modeling of mechanism-specific damage
accumulation obeys the multiplicative degradation principle [30]
and is consistent with the models used by others [37]. In
brief, this principle states that the amount of damage incurred
in any time interval is a function of the amount of damage
that existed in the previous time interval (Equation 3).

Dn = (1 + αn)Dn−1

= [Πn
i=0(1 + αi)]D0 (3)

where αi is the degradation rate at timei and D0 is the
amount of damage that was present when the device was
manufactured.

The rate at which damage accumulates at timei, or αi, is
determined by the instantaneous MTTF for that particular
mechanism at timei, MTTFi. The instantaneous MTTF
is what the MTTF for a given mechanism would be had the
CMP been reliability qualified assuming the set of operat-
ing conditions present at timei. The ratio betweenMTTFi

and the reliability qualified MTTF,MTTFqual describes the
relative stress the device is exposed to at timei and conse-
quently the instantaneous rate of damage accumulation,αi.
The mechanism-specific expected lifetime, or time to failure
(TTF), of each transistor is used to determine the amount of
damage that exists at manufacture time (D0). The TTFs of
each transistor in the CMP are generated from a Weibull dis-
tribution by the Monte Carlo engine separately for each sim-
ulation run. The mean of the distribution is the the mechanism-
specific MTTF (i.e.,MTTFNBTI and MTTFTDDB) of



(a) Block diagram of the FACE framework. Lifetime reliability
simulations consist of two stages, 1) offline characterization and 2)
online simulation.

(b) Hierarchical design of the CMP simulator.

Figure 2: FACE framework and the CMP simulation hierarchy

the module in which the transistor resides, calculated using
the operating temperature for which the module was quali-
fied. Note that since all transistors within a module are as-
sumed to experience the same operating conditions the mechanism-
specific MTTFs are common to all devices within a module
while TTFs are unique to every transistor.

Modeling transistor damage in this manner ensures that un-
der worst-case operating conditions devicen will have de-
veloped a hard fault atTTFnMin, whereTTFnMin is the
minimum time to failure across all failure mechanisms for
devicen. This is consistent with industry practices, where
a given part is designed (not including margins) to operate
at a qualification temperature for a fixed number of years.
If the actual operating conditions differ from those at which
the part was qualified then the part’s lifetime will also change
accordingly.

Given this hardware model, at every time step FACE updates
the damage information for each transistor in the system based on
the temperature and power profiles of the jobs that are currently
assigned to cores. This information is then propagated all the way
up the hierarchy. The process repeats itself at every time step until
the last core in the CMP system succumbs to failure.

4.2 Workload Modeling
Since FACE is concerned with the reliability stress placed on

the underlying CMP when jobs are executed, workloads are ab-
stracted from the typical stream of instructions to a higher-level,
time-dependent, trace of power and temperature profiles. Figure 2a
illustrates how this characterization is performed. A benchmark
suite4 is simulated with a tool-chain consisting of SimAlpha, Wattch,
and HotSpot. Initially SimAlpha and Wattch are used to generate a
database of per-module power traces for each benchmark. This in-
formation is then used at run-time by HotSpot to calculate module
temperatures across the CMP.

In addition to characterizing individual benchmarks, FACEalso
simulates time dependent variation in CMP utilization froma sys-
tems perspective. This flexibility allows it to model different ap-
plication domains, from embedded systems to high performance
server farms. Previous research into data center design hasshown
4For the preliminary results presented in this work synthetic bench-
marks are used. However, the simulation framework can accommo-
date any arbitrary benchmark suite (i.e., SPEC2000).

that servers experience highly variable utilization. Since designers
build data centers to accommodate peak loads, it’s not surprising
that they are often over-provisioned for the common case. Some
reports claim average utilization is as low as 20% of peak [3]. On
the other hand, the utilization of embedded processors in mobile
devices is characterized by short periods of maximum utilization
followed by longer idle periods of virtually no utilization.

To support these different scenarios FACE, uses a statistical model
that emulates the OS scheduler. It generates a randomly selected
set of live threads (benchmarks) that are active every time slice,
where the number of threads varies over time depending upon the
mean and standard deviation of the expected system utilization.
This combination of the benchmark characterization and utilization
modeling provides for a manageable yet accurate workload model
for lifetime reliability simulations.

4.3 Lifetime Simulation
A Monte Carlo based approach is used to drive lifetime simula-

tions under the FACE framework. Given that CMPs have lifespans
on the order of years ( 3-5 years in future computer systems [17])
detailed lifetime reliability simulations on a many-core CMP is a
computationally intensive task, especially when large numbers of
Monte Carlo runs have to be conducted to generate statistically sig-
nificant results. A set of additional simplifying assumptions help to
facilitate simulation in a manageable amount of time. The follow-
ing discusses two of the main assumptions and how each helps to
reduce simulation effort without compromising on accuracy.

Adaptive Fast-Forwarding: With the understanding that
wearout damage takes years to reach critical mass, FACE im-
plements anadaptive fast-forwarding (AFF) scheme. Short
periods of detailed simulation (DS) are used to record the
progression of CMP aging. During the DS phase, degra-
dation information is calculated and recorded at all levels
of the CMP hierarchy (Section 4.1). This information is
then used to rapidly advance the simulation process by es-
sentially reproducing the effects of the DS period. To min-
imize the error incurred as a result of AFF, the amount of
fast-forwarding, the fast-forwarding factor (FFF), is deter-
mined by the amount of damage accumulated during the DS
interval. This dynamically adjusted FFF ensures that fast-
forwarding slows down toward the end of life, where small



changes in damage can have large implications5. This cy-
cle of DS followed by AFF is repeated for the duration of
each simulation run. The DS phase can be viewed as a rep-
resentative snapshot of how the CMP responds to different
workloads and IRM policies, which for the purposes of this
paper are limited to the job assignment decisions provided
by Olay, during the longer AFF phase.

Two-tiered Temperature Modeling: Since running detailed
HotSpot simulations online to determine module tempera-
tures is prohibitively expensive, FACE uses a two tiered ap-
proach to temperature modeling. First, all benchmarks are
characterized offline using detailed HotSpot simulations.This
information is used to populate a database with∆Tij val-
ues for each microarchitectural module, where∆Tij is de-
fined as the difference between the module temperature and
the temperature of the CMP heatsink at timei for bench-
markj. The second part of the two-tiered approach involves
heatsink simulations with HotSpot at run-time. Modeling
just the heatsink at run-time allows HotSpot to perform a
much simpler and far more tractable simulation. Although
this does introduce inaccuracy into the modeling, empirical
studies suggested that the error is negligible.

5. EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS
This section analyzes the performance of Olay and discussesthe

source of some of its reliability improvements. As described in
Section 4.1, Monte Carlo experiments were conducted using avari-
able size CMP running synthetically generated benchmarks.The
effectiveness of each wearout-aware scheduling policy (see Sec-
tion 3.2) is measured in terms of the cumulative throughput —the
number of cycles spent executing active threads, summed across all
cores. Throughput, as used in this work, is effectively the amount
of useful work performed by the CMP prior to all the cores failing.
Results show more than 20% average throughput improvementsby
applying introspective job scheduling over the baseline round-robin
scheduler (Figure 3). This section will discuss the impact of job
scheduling heuristics and system configuration on the results.

CMP Utilization: As mentioned previously (Section 4.2),
the utilization of computer systems is highly variable, both
within the same domain (e.g., variability inside data centers)
and across domains. Figure 3a depicts the performance of
the Olay scheduling policies given the average expected uti-
lization of the system6. Note that the relative performance
of the policies changes with different utilizations. This is ex-
pected given the heuristics applied by each policy (see Sec-
tion 3.2). As the utilization rises, the need of uniformly aging
the cores on the CMP also increases. On the other hand, with
lower utilizations it is more beneficial to maximize the lifeof
a subset of cores while allowing excess cores to die off. Note
also that the ability of the greedy GreedyA policy to emulate
an ideal policy for a given utilization level is a function of
how well it can predict utilization patterns. The better the
heuristic, the quicker GreedyA can respond to changes.

5A CMP later in life is likely to contain more damage and therefore,
will experience more degradation for the same stress (i.e.,work-
load) than it would have earlier in its life. Therefore, the FFF is
much greater early in the simulation process than later.
6Although mean utilization is fixed, actual CMP utilization over the
course of a simulation run is constantly changing. Furthermore, the
averageeffective utilization is also changing as cores on the CMP
begin to fail.

(a) Impact of varying CMP utilization. Results are for a 16-core
CMP with ideal sensors.

(b) Impact of varying CMP size (number of cores). Results arefor
full average utilization, ideal sensors, and a GreedyE policy.

(c) Impact of varying sensor noise. Results are for a 16-coreCMP,
full average utilization, and a GreedyE policy.

Figure 3: Impact of various CMP configurations on the perfor-
mance of different wearout-aware scheduling policies. Throughput
improvements are normalized to a naive round-robin scheduler.

CMP Size: As the number of cores on a CMP continues to
grow [19], the benefits of applying Olay will also increase.
A massively multicore CMP will possess even greater het-
erogeneity (due to process variation and wearout) and of-
fers more opportunities for introspective techniques likeOlay
to exploit. More cores means more decisions that must be
made, which will serve to magnify the growing gap between



naive and intelligent introspective policies. Figure 3b shows
a difference of 10% in improved throughput (GreedyE nor-
malized to a naive round-robin policy) when scaling from a
2-core to a 16-core CMP system. The throughput improve-
ments appear to peak around 50% of the lifetime and slowly
taper down toward the end of life. This is expected. Just
as no throughput improvement is possible early on in life,
when all cores in the CMP are still alive, toward the end of
life when only a few cores remain alive (despite the best ef-
forts of the introspective policies) there is only incremental
room for improvement. Throughout the rest of the lifetime,
however, introspective policies are able to achieve substan-
tial improvements in throughput by intelligently distributing
work between the cores.

Error-prone Sensors: Since ideal sensors were assumed for
this work, it was necessary to evaluate Olay’s sensitivity to
sensor error. Figure 3c illustrates how more realistic, error-
prone sensors would impact performance. Although the in-
troduction of systematic error, which is studied in Figure 3c,
does reduce some of the reliability gains, the presence of
random noise (more common for circuit-level sensors) is ac-
counted for and mitigated by the statistical filtering and trend
analysis component of Olay. Yet despite +/-20% of system-
atic error Olay still achieves a 9% improvement in through-
put. Note that for the same reasons as Figure 3b, Figure 3c
also shows a peak in throughput improvement around 50%
of the CMP lifetime.

These preliminary results show that wearout-aware scheduling is
indeed capable of achieving lifetime reliability gains, but more in-
teresting is the fact that there exists additional opportunities that can
be further explored with other policies. Two main areas of future
work will involve 1) identifying better algorithms and 2) defining
other, perhaps domain-specific, metrics by which to measurerelia-
bility enhancement.

First, although IRM techniques like Olay should intuitively pro-
duce better results than their naive counterparts, fully exploiting
much of this improvement relies upon the quality of the heuris-
tics and algorithms used. For example, the strong dependence on
utilization suggests that enhancing Olay with better utilization pre-
dictors could dramatically improve the performance of the hybrid
GreedyA policy. Moreover, better thread-level profiling would ben-
efit all wearout-aware policies alike and allow the modelingof
more realistic benchmarks, and their attendant complexities.

Secondly, perhaps more important is the development and re-
finement of appropriate metrics. The simple metric of cumulative
work done used in these preliminary studies may not be appropriate
for all domains. In a high-performance computing setting, mostly
concerned with instantaneous throughput, having CMPs struggling
along with only a small fraction of their cores functioning may be
of little use. However, in domains with less frequent hardware
turnover this type of extended, graceful degradation may beac-
ceptable. Equally as likely may be the scenario where the user has
a fixed reliability lifetime beyond which point systems willbe pre-
emptively replaced. In such an environment Olay’s policiescould
be modified to account for thishard reliability target, allowing them
to avoid decisions that would extend core lifetimes beyond the tar-
get in favor of those that allow cores to die closer to the target life-
time, using the extra reliability “slack” to preserve weaker cores
earlier on.

6. CONCLUSION

As large CMP systems continue to grow in popularity and tech-
nology scaling continues to exacerbate lifetime reliability challenges,
the research community must develop innovative ways for systems
to dynamically adapt. Although issues like process variation are
the source of design and validation nightmares, this inherent het-
erogeneity in future systems is embraced by the IRM philosophy.
Techniques like Olay recognize that although emerging reliability
obstacles cannot be ignored, with the appropriate monitoring, they
can be overcome. Despite focusing on just the benefits of wearout-
aware job scheduling, Olay is still able to achieve more than20%
lifetime reliability enhancement. More comprehensive IRMap-
proaches that leverage sensor feedback to improve upon other tra-
ditional DRM mechanisms (e.g., DVFS) should demonstrate still
more potential, perhaps enough to encourage researchers pursuing
work in low-level sensors to press on with even greater zeal.
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